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Abstract—This article deal with conceptual design the flow path and optimization the efficiency power and losses. In this paper concentrate on high pressure axial compressor and further discuss about the different type of flow path design and also investigate the effect on performance parameter and design parameters. Design parameters of gas turbine plant are used from available references. Investigation is done using Axstream software. The flow path design is most important for designer because some characteristic effect by flow path. This article carried out three type of flow path like that constant hub diameter, constant mean diameter and constant tip diameter further, investigate the different of performance parameter and design parameter of all the flow path.

I. INTRODUCTION
For design new compressor lots of afford required lots of people and technology required for testing and analysis. Before the compressor go inside the engine lots of matching need then consider the compressor design reliable for the engine. Actual flow track annular area is computed from the mass flow and continuity apply to the local flow through the stage. In this paper discuss about preliminary flow path design and investigate the effect on efficiency, mass flow rate and power. Turbomachinery design and optimization suite gave the designer a possibility to use different tools to solve flow path design and analysis tasks. Optimization tasks formulations are very flexible. Software service functions provide convenient interface with data project, strong reliability and quick response during the design process.

II. NOMENCLATURE
- K2=blade outlet metal angle
- R1 – tip reaction,
- Rh – hub reaction,
- MC1 – Nozzle outlet absolute velocity Mach number.
- R – Mean reaction
- MW2 –Blade outlet relative velocity Mach number

III. BOUNDARY CONDITION
Initially preliminary design specification and conceptual layout used for Preliminary. Preliminary design specification includes, i. Inlet and outlet boundary conditions like inlet pressure, temperature, pressure ratio etc. ii. Conceptual design and sizing layout i.e. quantity of modules (group of stages) inside compressor, number of stages in each group, work coefficient For present analysis following boundary conditions are used, assuming working fluid as ideal gas.

Table 1: Boundary condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No.</th>
<th>Input parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Inlet total pressure</td>
<td>101.3kPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Inlet total temperature</td>
<td>15 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Total Outlet pressure</td>
<td>1500kPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Mass flow rate</td>
<td>20kg/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>IGV exit angle</td>
<td>70deg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Rotational speed</td>
<td>1183rpm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using above parameter, blade shapes are finalized; using that shape investigation is carried out to understand how the inter cooler related to performance of compressor.

IV. DESIGN PROCEDURE
First design the compressor flow track constant hub diameter and create the graph of design parameter like degree of reaction losses, flow coefficient, work coefficient and Mach number. In second stage create second design module which is constant mean diameter type compressor and also present all the graph and compare with previous design. The last portion design the final design which is
constant tip diameter type compressor and also compare with both the design.

V. DESIGN

First design the preliminary design after selecting best one solution which is best match with requirement. After the preliminary design start to post design also design flow path. The flow path important for compressor because some parameter change with all the stages like pressure, Mach number and losses. The flow path also important for analysis for pressure, Mach number, enthalpy, entropy, temperature etc.

Fig. 1: flow path constant hub diameter

After the flow path design the other parameter also important for designer like that loss, degree of reaction and power use in each stage. In the first figure plot all type of losses for each stage. Show the figure in starting stage losses high due to fluctuation of inlet fluid and higher abstract ratio also degree of reaction higher and load also higher. The losses decrease second and third stage but after some stage losses increase because the temperature rise due to losses.

Fig. 2: Losses

Fig. 3: Degree of reaction, flow and work coefficient

The degree of reaction in first stage is maximum after the first stage degree of reaction gradually decrease because in first stage load is higher compare to other stages. Also flow coefficient and work coefficient plot in diagram.

Now modified the design with change of flow path geometry with taken constant mean diameter for all the stages in compressor. The blade hub and tip side diameter change equally. The tip side and hub side almost mirror to each other but in modern engineering that is not mirror design the hub side curvature slightly less than tip side in mean position because of smooth flow.

Fig. 7: Flow path constant mean diameter

Now discuss about varies parameter which are effected by modified design. Some important parameter like losses, degree of reaction, Mach number and flow coefficient. Show the losses graph in first stage losses low compare to previous design and in this design losses gradually increase. Compare to previous the degree of reaction at starting stage lower and ending stage are higher that mean the load in last stage higher compare to previous design.

Fig. 8: Losses
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Fig. 9: Degree of reaction and flow coefficient
Comparing to previous the degree of reaction at starting stage lower and ending stage are higher that mean the load in last stage higher compare to previous design. The Mach number and enthalpy-entropy influence in both the stage all most same but value different in different stage.

Fig. 10: Mach number
Now discuss about the last design module this module design based on tip diameter constant. In that type of compressor module efficiency low compare to hub diameter constant because in end stage blade become very small so some energy loss due to aerodynamic losses.

Fig. 11: entropy-enthalpy diagram
Now discuss about the last design module this module design based on tip diameter constant. In that type of compressor module efficiency low compare to hub diameter constant because in end stage blade become very small so some energy loss due to aerodynamic losses.

Fig. 12: Flow path constant tip diameter
The degree of reaction much difficult to design that type of compressor. show the diagram in second stage degree of reaction is law compare to first stage after the second stage degree of reaction gradually increase up to eleventh stage. The last stage degree of reaction much higher compare to other stage.

Fig. 13: Losses
Fig. 14: Degree of reaction, flow coefficient and work coefficient
Now discuss about the Mach number. In starting stage Mach number value higher compare to last stage after the first stage value decrease but some variation create due to phenum. Small amount of Mach number value increase but that value acceptable for compressor no higher losses occur due to that much Mach number.

Fig. 15: Mach number
For Mach number decrement is less compare to other design and show the h-s diagram the value of each stage are different compare to other stage
In all the design use same boundary condition and now discuss about the different of the all the compressor parameters. The power, outlet pressure and efficiency most important parameters so focus on this two parameters. Each design has their oven specification so all the important parameter put in single table for better comparison.
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Table 2: Comparison between performances of both the compressors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Hub diameter constant flow path</th>
<th>Mean diameter constant flow path</th>
<th>Tip diameter constant flow path</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power [kW]</td>
<td>8123.13</td>
<td>8192.25</td>
<td>7825.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total to total Efficiency [%]</td>
<td>84.17</td>
<td>85.01</td>
<td>83.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pleotropic efficiency [%]</td>
<td>77.72</td>
<td>78.87</td>
<td>76.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure outlet [KPa]</td>
<td>1471</td>
<td>1486</td>
<td>1594</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. CONCLUSION

Present investigation indicates the effect the flow path on power requirement, efficiency and heat loss of compressor also investigate effect on design parameter for same boundary condition. Following conclusions can be derived after analysis in Axstream software. Each design have their specification so based on over requirement select the best flow path. Also with help of this paper understand the compressor design parameter.
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